NOUN

Articles; singular
a, an, are used to indicate a singular noun, and it’s usually placed before noun
- ‘a’ is used if the noun is started by consonant sound, e.g a book, a house, a cat
- ‘an’ is used if the noun is started by vowel sound, e.g an umbrella, an hour, an apple
‘the’ is used to indicate a definite noun, and it can be both plural and singular, used to the nouns which is only one in the world, e.g the sun, the world, the sky, etc.

Plural noun.
Generally, we can form plural noun by adding ‘s’/ ‘es’ in the end of the noun. e.g books, countries, parties

Noun phrase
Phrase is a group of words functioning as a single unit in a sentence, as one class word, like S,P,O,ADV
Example:
I have a big house
S P/V O
Look at a big house!
That’s one class of word (noun), but consists of more than one word. So, that’s called noun phrase. Here, there will be main word and modifier. So here, main word is house, and modifier is a big

Here is scheme of noun
Noun Phrase
a. Determiner + noun, (a, an, the, many, etc)
b. Adjective + noun (small bag, long hair)
c. Adverb + noun (annual meeting, etc)
d. Noun + noun (tea time, problem solving)

Noun
a. Countable and uncountable noun
b. Singular and plural.

Much, Many, A lot of
Those words are used to indicate the quantities and amounts.
Much, for uncountable nouns, e.g;
- He always has much opinion in every meeting.
Many, for countable nouns, e.g;
- I always bring many books to campus

A lot of, for both countable and uncountable nouns, e.g;
- I have spent a lot of money this week
- I have a lot of shirts in my cupboard

Any and Some
Any, is used to express negative and interrogative sentences, e.g; I don’t have any ideas. Is there any opinion?
Some, is used to express positive sentences, e.g; he has some money, let’s go to the bar

Please fill the blanks with the correct articles, a, an, or the

INDONESIA
The Republic of Indonesia is ........... country in Southeast Asia and Oceania. Indonesia comprises 17,508 islands. With ............ Population of around 230 million people, it is ............. World fourth most populous country, and has ............ world’s largest population of Muslims. Indonesia is ............. republic, with ............. elected legislature and president. The nation’s capital city is Jakarta. ............. country shares land borders with Papua New Guinea, East Timor, and Malaysia. Other neighboring countries include Singapore, Philippines, Australia, and ............. Indian territory of the Andaman and Nicobar Islands.

Please translate into English
1. saya mempunyai seekor anjing hitam dirumah ..........................................................
2. komik baru itu dibeli oleh paman saya ...........................................................................
3. kamu seperti anjing pemalas .........................................................................................
4. kantor kami mengadakan jalan-jalan tahunan setiap bulan agustus................................
5. para tersangka teroris akan diumumkan oleh polisi indonesia sore ini ........................

Please fill the blanks with the correct answer!
1. I have ............ comics, but I don’t have ............ novels
2. There are .................... students in the class room
3. my father has .................... money in the bank
4. do you have ............ Job at this moment?
5. Yah, I have ............ activities as my daily life
6. I don’t care how ............ Star in the sky, because you are the only star that I choose
7. my niece draw 3 stars in her drawing book
8. I need ............ tea after having breakfast
9. he doesn’t have ............ Ideas to be discussed.
10. do you have ............ Pen? If you want, I have ........................................